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Capturing the narratives of indigenes, this book presents a
unique anthology on global Indigenous peoples' wisdoms and
ways of knowing. Covering issues of religion, cultural selfdetermination, philosophy, spirituality, sacred sites,
oppression, gender and the suppressed voices of women, the
diverse global contexts across Africa, Asia, the Middle East,
North and South America, and Oceania are highlighted. The
contributions represent heart-felt expressions of Indigenous
peoples from various contexts - their triumphs and struggles,
their gains and losses, their reflections on the past, present,
and future - telling their accounts in their own voices. Opening
new vistas for understanding historical ancient knowledge,
preserved and practiced by Indigenous people for millennia,
this innovative anthology illuminates areas of philosophy,
science, medicine, health, architecture, and botany to reveal
knowledge suppressed by Western academic studies.
Americans want it both ways. They are committed to cultural
diversity, yet demand an endless variety of cheap consumer
goods from a global system that destroys distinct ways of life.
In this groundbreaking work, David Steigerwald argues that
Americans have papered over this paradox by embracing the
rhetoric of diversity and multiculturalism, which hides the
extent to which they have accepted homogenized ways of
working and living.
This is the first book-length work in English dealing with the
crucial and troubled relationship between Korea and the
United States. Leading scholars in the field examine the
various historical, political, cultural, and psychological aspects
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of Korean-American
relations in the context of American
global and East Asian relationships, especially with Japan.
Het klassieke werk over de wereldpolitiek nu weer
beschikbaar In Botsende beschavingen haalt Huntington de
illusie van harmonie tussen culturen genadeloos onderuit en
stelt hij het conflict centraal. Oorlogen tussen nationale staten
en ideologieën zijn verleden tijd. Toekomstige conflicten
zullen verlopen volgens de breuklijnen van culturen en
beschavingen. Huntington onderscheidt in dit werk negen
beschavingen in de nieuwe wereldorde, die gedomineerd
zullen worden door de westerse enerzijds en de Chinese en
islamitische anderzijds. Botsende beschavingen is een
belangrijk document over de toestand van de wereld.
"Why have Western values triumphed? Why are Western
ideas and practices spreading unopposed throughout the
globe? In this work of military and cultural history, Victor
Davis Hanson convincingly argues that it all comes down to
the Western knack for killing."--BOOK JACKET.Title
Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All
Rights Reserved
The Ambiguous Allure of the West examines the impact of
Western imperialism on Thai cultural development from the
1850s to the present and highlights the value of postcolonial
analysis for studying the ambiguities, inventions, and
accommodations with the West that continue to enrich Thai
culture. Since the mid-nineteenth century, Thais have
adopted and adapted aspects of Western culture and practice
in an ongoing relationship that may be characterized as
semicolonial. As they have done so, the notions of what
constitutes "Thainess" have been inflected by Western
influence in complex and ambiguous ways, producing
nuanced, hybridized Thai identities.The Ambiguous Allure of
the West brings together Thai and Western scholars of
history, anthropology, film, and literary and cultural studies to
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traces of the colonial Western Other. Thus, the book draws
the study of Siam/Thailand into the critical field of postcolonial
theory, expanding the potential of Thai Studies to contribute
to wider debates in the region and in the disciplines of cultural
studies and critical theory. The chapters in this book present
the first sustained dialogue between Thai cultural studies and
postcolonial analysis.By clarifying the distinctive position of
semicolonial societies such as Thailand in the Westerndominated world order, this book bridges and integrates
studies of former colonies with studies of the Asian societies
that retained their political independence while being
economically and culturally subordinated to Euro-American
power.
An Insightful And Powerful Analysis Of The Forces Driving
Global Politics Today And Into The Next Century. In The
Summer Of 1993 Foreign Affairs Published An Article Entitled
The Clash Of Civilizations? By Samuel Huntington. No Article,
According To The Editors Of That Distinguished Journal, Had
Generated More Discussion Since George Kennan S X
Article On Containment In The 1940 S. Now, Huntington
Expands On His Article, Explores Further The Issues He
Raised Then, And Develops Many New Penetrating And
Controversial Analyses. In The Article, He Posed The
Question Whether Conflicts Between Civilizations Would
Dominate The Future Of World Politics. In The Book, He
Gives His Answer, Showing Not Only How Clashes Between
Civilizations Are The Greatest Threat To World Peace But
Also How An International Order Based On Civilizations Is
The Best Safeguard Against War.
China’s expansion and growing influence in Africa is
arguably the most remarkable global political and economic
development in the 21st century. China’s foray into Africa
started in the late 1990s, propelled by its desire to obtain new
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as well as new markets for its manufactured goods. While
China’s "no political strings attached" policy proves attractive
to many of African leaders, China has been criticized as neocolonialist, interested solely in stripping Africa of its mineral
wealth without proper environmental or social precautions.
This book addresses the controversy by exploring the
motivations and practices of China’s African engagement,
providing a comprehensive account of the intensified
interactions between China and African states. The first part
examines the debate surrounding whether China has pursued
a neo-colonialist path in Africa, by looking at the perception of
China by the locals and the challenges that the intensified
relationship has posed for African states. The second part
analyses China’s strategic motivations to see if Beijing has
acquired sustaining power and influence in Africa in
competition with the West. The third part focuses on
economic and business practices of Chinese companies in
Africa, as well as China-Africa trade patterns. The articles in
this book were originally published in special issues of the
Journal of Contemporary China.
For centuries, the major poweres of the West were seduced
by theallure of the countries of "the Far East". Spices, textiles,
silkand tea were the staples of East- West trade. But
competitionbetween Western traders eventually caused
military intervention inAsian affairs and the establishment of
colonial empires. Theseactions have shapred the history of
mankind and left a legacy thatstill reverberates throughout
Asia. Western Power in Asia is a unique contribution to
theunderstanding of present- day Asia. Essential reading for
anyoneinterested in world history, Arthur Cotterell offers
fascinatinginsights into five hundred extraordinary years of
power andinfluence by the West, which disappeared
spectacularly after theSecond World War. The author's ability
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illustrations as well asquotations, makes this book a
tremendous resource for students ofAsian history. And
because the entire colonial experience iscovered for the first
time within a single volume, Western Powerin Asia also
provides the general reader with an unusual andinvaluable
perspective on East- West relations. As countries such as
China and India become key players on theworld stage,
Western Power in Asia provides a timelyreminder of the path
that led to their present positions, whileallowing a poignant
opportunity to reflect on how they might infuture treat their
Western trading partners.
Asia has already risen by most hard-power measures. But
without an understanding of the downsides of Asia’s rise, the
conventional narrative is incomplete, misleading, and
inaccurate. Chung Min Lee explores the fundamental
dichotomy that defines contemporary Asia. While the region
has been an unparalleled economic success, it is also home
to some of the world’s most dangerous, diverse, and divisive
challenges. Contrary to prevailing wisdom, he says, Asia’s
rise doesn’t mean the demise of the West. Asia’s rise over
the past four decades is one of the most significant
geopolitical and geoeconomic developments in world affairs
as evinced by China’s, and more recently, India’s,
accelerated economic growth. Yet the conventional narrative
of Asia’s rise is incomplete, if not misleading, given the
fundamental dichotomy that defines contemporary Asia: a
region with unparalleled economic success but also home to
the world’s most dangerous, diverse, and divisive security,
military, and political challenges. How the strategically
consequential Asian states manage to ameliorate or even
overcome traditional geopolitical tinderboxes across the
Taiwan Strait, the Korean Peninsula, and the Indian
subcontinent and new zones of strategic competition such as
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is to going to have a profound impact on
the shaping of regional order well into the 21st century.
In Why the West Rules - For Now Ian Morris argues that to
understand the development of East and West, we need to
look beyond 'long-term lock-in' theories (that suggest it was
inevitable) and 'short-term accident' theories. Instead, we
need to measure social development - a group's ability to
master its environment to get things done - and use the
results to look at the patterns of history. Why the West Rules For Now briefly describes the methods used to calculate
Eastern and Western social development scores since the ice
age; in The Measure of Civilisation, Morris expands upon
these methods, discussing possible objections to this
approach, and providing fascinating accounts of his gathering
of evidence for his calculations. It is a magnificent account of
where our understanding of the development of East and
West comes from, and an unusual insight into a master
thinker at work.
As news of war and terror dominates the headlines, scientist
Malcolm Potts and veteran journalist Thomas Hayden take a
step back to explain it all. In the spirit of Guns, Germs and
Steel, Sex and War asks the basic questions: Why is war so
fundamental to our species? And what can we do about it?
Malcolm Potts explores these questions from the frontlines,
as a witness to war-torn countries around the world. As a
scientist and obstetrician, Potts has worked with governments
and aid organizations globally, and in the trenches with
women who have been raped and brutalized in the course of
war. Combining their own experience with scientific findings in
primatology, genetics, and anthropology, Potts and Hayden
explain war's pivotal position in the human experience and
how men in particular evolved under conditions that favored
gang behavior, rape, and organized aggression. Drawing on
these new insights, they propose a rational plan for making
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and less brutal in the future. Anyone
interested in understanding human nature, warfare, and
terrorism at their most fundamental levels will find Sex and
War to be an illuminating work, and one that might change
the way they see the world.
This book challenges the assumptions of creative agency and
the role of Islamic education movements for women across
the wider Muslim world.
The West's history is one of extraordinary success; no other
region, empire, culture, or civilization has left so powerful a
mark upon the world. The Rise of Western Power charts the
West's achievements-representative government, the free
enterprise system, modern science, and the rule of law-as
well as its misdeeds-two frighteningly destructive World Wars,
the Holocaust, imperialistic domination, and the Atlantic slave
trade. Adopting a global perspective, Jonathan Daly explores
the contributions of other cultures and civilizations to the
West's emergence. Historical, geographical, and cultural
factors all unfold in the narrative. Adopting a thematic
structure, the book traces the rise of Western power through
a series of revolutions-social, political, technological, military,
commercial, and industrial, among others. The result is a
clear and engaging introduction to the history of Western
civilization.
In this second edition of The Rise of Western Power,
Jonathan Daly retains the broad sweep of his introduction to
the history of Western civilization as well as introducing new
material into every chapter, enhancing the book's global
coverage and engaging with the latest historical debates. The
West's history is one of extraordinary success: no other
region, empire, culture, or civilization has left so powerful a
mark upon the world. Daly charts the West's achievementsrepresentative government, the free enterprise system,
modern science, and the rule of law-as well as its misdeeds:
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Holocaust, imperialistic domination, and
the Atlantic slave trade. Taking us through a series of
revolutions, he explores the contributions of other cultures
and civilizations to the West's emergence, weaving in
historical, geographical, and cultural factors. The new edition
also contains more material on themes such as the
environment and gender, and additional coverage of India,
China and the Islamic world. Daly's engaging narrative is
accompanied by timelines, maps and further reading
suggestions, along with a companion website featuring study
questions, over 100 primary sources and 60 historical maps
to enable further study.
The protests that swept across the Middle East and North
Africa in late 2010 and 2011 confounded long-time observers
of the region, in both the media and academia. After
addressing the conditions in the Middle East and North Africa
that produced these attempts at revolution, Amin Saikal and
Amitav Acharya explore the global impact of the protests,
both in terms of their ideological influence on opposition
groups and the prospects for democratic transition in a variety
of authoritarian and semi-authoritarian governments.
Democracy and Reform in the Middle East and Asia
commences with a comprehensive attempt to understand the
cultural, economic and political background out of which the
uprisings in Egypt, Tunisia and Libya emerged. It then
expands outwards investigating the impact of the Arab
uprisings on a regional level in other Middle Eastern and
north African states such as Iran, Morocco and Algeria, and
on a more global level in the Asian states of China, Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia and the former Soviet Muslim republics.
Saikal and Acharya bring a global perspective to the stillunfolding wave of calls for more meaningful political
participation, which continues to make itself felt in the Middle
East, to shed light upon the ideal role of both regional and
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promoting sustainable transitions from
authoritarianism to democracy. This book not only offers
explanations for why certain countries were more susceptible
to the spread of the uprisings in the Middle East and North
Africa, but also contrasts the organic and grassroots vehicles
for democratization characteristic of the most recent Arab
uprisings with the Western model of externally imposed
regime change to illustrate the conditions necessary for a
successful democratic transition. Touching on perennial
issues in politics - for example, democracy, authoritarian rule
and social protest - this book is vital for researchers of politics
and international relations.
This book provides an accessible and up-to-date account of
the rich military history of the nineteenth century. It takes a
fresh approach, making novel links with conflict and coercion,
and moving away from teleological emphases. Naval
developments and warfare are included, as are social and
cultural dimensions of military activity. Leading military
historian Jeremy Black offers the reader a twenty-first century
approach to this period, particularly through his focus on the
dynamic drive provided by different forms of military goals, or
"tasking". This allows echoes with modern warfare to come to
the fore and provides a fuller understanding of a period
sometimes considered solely as background to the total war
of 1914-45. Alongside state-to-state warfare and the move
toward "total war", Black's emphasis on different military
goals gives due weight to trans-oceanic conflict at the
expense of non-Europeans. Irregular, internal and
asymmetric war are all considered, ranging from local
insurgencies to imperial expeditions, and provide a deliberate
shift from Western-centricity. At the very cutting edge of its
field, this book is a must read for all students and scholars of
military history and its related disciplines.
This clear, readable introduction to the popular field of military
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in a refreshed and updated second
edition. It shows that military history encompasses not just
accounts of campaigns and battles but includes a wide range
of perspectives on all aspects of past military organization
and activity. In concise chapters it explains the fundamental
features of the field, including: The history of military history,
showing how it has developed from ancient times to the
present; The key ideas and concepts that shape analysis of
military activity; it argues that military history is as
methodologically and philosophically sophisticated as any
field of history; The current controversies about which military
historians argue, and why they are important; A survey of who
does military history, where it is taught and published, and
how it is practiced; A look at where military history is headed
in the future. The new edition of What is Military History?
provides an up-to-date bibliography and cutting edge new
case studies, including counterinsurgency, and as such
continues to be ideal for classes in military history and in
historiography generally, as well as for anyone interested in
learning more about the dynamics of a rich and growing area
of study.
Bitterly contested memories of war, colonisation, and empire
among Japan, China, and Korea have increasingly
threatened regional order and security over the past three
decades. In Sino-Japanese relations, identity, territory, and
power pull together in a particularly lethal direction,
generating dangerous tensions in both geopolitical and
memory rivalries. Buzan and Goh explore a new approach to
dealing with this history problem. First, they construct a more
balanced and global view of China and Japan in modern
world history. Second, building on this, they sketch out the
possibilities for a 21st century great power bargain between
them. Buzan puts Northeast Asia's history since 1840 into
both a world historical and a systematic normative context,
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nature of the China-Japan history
debate in relation to what is a bigger shared story about their
encounter with modernity and the West, within which their
modern encounter with each other took place. Arguing that
regional order will ultimately depend substantially on the
relationship between these two East Asian great powers, Goh
explores the conditions under which China and Japan have
been able to reach strategic bargains in the course of their
long historical relationship, and uses this to sketch out the
main modes of agreement that might underpin a new
contemporary great power bargain between them in a variety
of future scenarios for the region. The frameworks adopted
here consciously blend historical contextualisation, enduring
concerns with wealth, power and interest, and the complex
relationship between Northeast Asian states' evolving
encounters with each other and with global international
society.
There is great interest in the Pacific Century and what its
implications for the future will be. The rapid economic growth
of East Asia was already setting the region apart from the rest
of the world by the 1970s. By the 1980s the trend was seen
to have spread southward to Thailand, Malaysia and
Indonesia, while China's provinces had also become integral
to the regional economic boom. In this exciting new study
many of the ideas and expectations associated with the
Pacific Century are placed under critical scrutiny. The book
includes studies of particular countries such as China, Japan,
South Korea, Vietnam, Indonesia and Malaysia. There is
analysis of economic and political trends in the region, the
reasons behind its rise and its importance on a global scale.
The rise of East Asia represents an historic turning point with
immense significance world-wide. This book will be of interest
to anyone concerned about the new approaches to and the
debate about the rise of east Asia and the coming of the
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Pacific Century.
In 1412, Europe was a miserable backwater ravaged by
plague, bad sanitation and incessant war, while the Orient
was home to dazzling civilizations. Yet, somehow, the West
came to dominate the Rest for most of the next half
millennium. In this vital, brilliant book, Niall Ferguson reveals
the six 'killer applications' that the Rest lacked- competition,
science, property rights, medicine, consumerism and the work
ethic. And he asks- do we still have these winning tools? Or is
this the end of Western ascendancy? Winner of the Estoril
Global Issues Distinguished Book Prize 2013

A major new history of war that challenges our
understanding of military dominance and how it is
achieved
A thought-provoking analysis of how the acquisition and
utilization of information has determined the course of
history over the past five centuries and shaped the world
as we know it todaydiv /DIV
Historische analyse van de oorzaken van de westerse
superioriteit ten opzichte van de rest van de wereld op
uiteenlopende gebieden.
China's rise within global society and politics has brought
it into the spotlight - for social scientists, the country's
long and dramatic transformations in the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries make it an ideal case study for
research on political and economic development and
social changes. China's size, integration and dynamism
are impacting on the functioning of the capitalist world
system. This book offers a non-conventional analysis of
the possible outcomes from China's transformation and
provides a dialectical understanding of the complexities
and underlying dynamics brought about by the rise of
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The theoretical and methodological
approaches will prove useful for students and
researchers of development studies and international
relations.
Terrorism: Commentary on Security Documents is a
series that provides primary source documents and
expert commentary on various topics relating to the
worldwide effort to combat terrorism, as well as efforts by
the United States and other nations to protect their
national security interests. Volume 139, The Rise of
China, examines the strategic implications of China's
increasing economic and military power for the
international community. Regional and global reactions
to the growth of Chinese economic investment and
property acquisitions are considered, along with
responses to border disputes and other contentious
regional issues. The documents in this volume include
several reports and studies prepared by the U.S.-China
Economic and Security Commission, examining such
topics as: the evolving state of the overall military
relationship between the U.S. and China; the
development of China's Navy; China's establishment of
an Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ); Chinese legal
views on cyberspace and cybersecurity; general trends
in U.S.-Chinese science and technology cooperation;
and the impact of Chinese economic development on the
United States.
The contributions to this book amply demonstrate the
richness, vitality, and complexity of the colonial
transactions between Britain and India over the last two
centuries, and they do so by approaching the topic from
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by interpreting the rubric 'new
readings' as broadly, creatively, and productively as
possible. They cover a wide range of literary responses
and genres: eighteenth-century drama, the gothic novel,
verse, autobiography, history, religious writing,
journalism, women's memoirs, travel writing, popular
fiction, and the modernist novel. Brought together in one
volume, these essays offer a small, but representative
sample of the multifaceted literary and cultural traffic
between Britain and India in the colonial period. In the
richness and diversity of the various contributors'
strategies and interpretations, these new readings urge
us to return once again to texts that we think we know,
as well as to explore those that we do not, with a freshly
renewed sense of their complexity, immediacy, and
relevance.
This tenth anniversary revised edition of the authoritative
text on Christianity’s first thousand years of history
features a new preface, additional color images, and an
updated bibliography. The essential general survey of
medieval European Christendom, Brown’s vivid prose
charts the compelling and tumultuous rise of an
institution that came to wield enormous religious and
secular power. • Clear and vivid history of Christianity’s
rise and its pivotal role in the making of Europe • Written
by the celebrated Princeton scholar who originated of the
field of study known as ‘late antiquity’ • Includes a fully
updated bibliography and index

In Body, Ritual and Identity: A New Interpretation of
Yan Yuan, Yang Jui-sung has demonstrated that the
complexity of Yan’s ideas and his hatred for Zhu Xi
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in particular need be interpreted in light of his
traumatic life experiences, his frustration over the fall
of the Ming dynasty, and anxiety caused by the civil
service examination system.
Over the last decade, the United States' position as
the world's most powerful state has appeared
increasingly unstable. The US invasions of
Afghanistan and Iraq, non-traditional security threats,
global economic instability, the apparent spread of
authoritarianism and illiberal politics, together with
the rise of emerging powers from the Global South
have led many to predict the end of Western
dominance on the global stage. This book brings
together scholars from international relations,
economics, history, sociology and area studies to
debate the future of US leadership in the
international system. The book analyses the past,
present and future of US hegemony in key regions in
the Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East, Europe
and Africa – while also examining the dynamic
interactions of US hegemony with other established,
rising and re-emerging powers such as Russia,
China, Japan, India, Turkey and South Africa.
American Hegemony and the Rise of Emerging
Powers explores how changes in the patterns of
cooperation and conflict among states, regional
actors and transnational non-state actors have
affected the rise of emerging global powers and the
suggested decline of US leadership. Scholars,
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students and policy practitioners who are interested
in the future of the US-led international system, the
rise of emerging powers from the Global South and
related global policy challenges will find this
multidisciplinary volume an invaluable guide to the
shifting position of American hegemony.
A leading foreign policy thinker uses Chinese
political theory to explain why some powers rise as
others decline and what this means for the
international order Why has China grown
increasingly important in the world arena while
lagging behind the United States and its allies across
certain sectors? Using the lens of classical Chinese
political theory, Leadership and the Rise of Great
Powers explains China’s expanding influence by
presenting a moral-realist theory that attributes the
rise and fall of great powers to political leadership.
Yan Xuetong shows that the stronger a rising state’s
political leadership, the more likely it is to displace a
prevailing state in the international system. Yan
shows how rising states like China transform the
international order by reshaping power distribution
and norms, and he considers America’s relative
decline in international stature even as its economy,
education system, military, political institutions, and
technology hold steady. Leadership and the Rise of
Great Powers offers a provocative, alternative
perspective on the changing dominance of states.
This book seeks to explore wide-ranging studies of
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international relations theory, Sinology, Asian
security, and Chinese foreign policy. It targets
university libraries, research institutes, and thinktanks around the world.
WESTERN CIVILIZATION: IDEAS, POLITICS, AND
SOCIETY, Eleventh Edition, maintains a firm
grounding in political history, while covering
intellectual history (particularly the significance of
ideas and contributions) to greater and deeper
extent than any other text for the course. Known for
its accessible writing style, this text appeals to
students and instructors alike for its brevity, clarity,
and careful selection of content-including material on
religion and philosophy. Updated with more recent
scholarship, the eleventh edition retains many
popular features, including comparative timelines,
full-color art essays, and profile and primary source
excerpts in each chapter. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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